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SPECIALTY COFFEE ROASTER CRAFTED TO PERFECTION 
FAMED CANADIAN COFFEE ROASTERS, 49TH PARALLEL, IS BREWING IT DIFFERENT!

49th Parallel
Coffee Roasters
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49th Parallel is a Vancouver-based coffee roaster offering perfectly crafted specialty coffee sure to 

help your daily grind. Born out of a desire to make specialty coffee accessible, 49th Parallel offers 

a diverse collection of roasts to offer you the sip of a lifetime - every single time. Their expert 

roasters take each coffee lot to its peak potential, grading and tasting until the flavour profile and 

subtle nuances of that particular bean are released to deliver various flavour profiles to fit all of 

their customer’s diverse tastes and coffee palates.

49th Parallel’s coffee is available in cafes, specialty grocers, and online, offering their beloved 

roasts for an at-home experience, across the nation. The brand also offers the possibility of buying 

individual packages or their fan-favorite subscription-based service that allows customers to pick 

and choose their favorite roasts and have them delivered directly to their doors, as often as they 

want.

Our Story

SIP INTO YOUR NEW FAVOURITE COFFEE! 49th’s Mission

ABOUT 49TH:

TO MAKE SPECIALTY COFFEE ACCESSIBLE TO 
MORE PEOPLE (IN MORE WAYS) BY CRAFTING 
EXCEPTIONAL DIRECT TRADE COFFEE, WITH 

INTENTION, THAT INSPIRES CURIOSITY.
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At the forefront of 49th Parallel’s values is a commitment to using only direct trade coffee 

sourcing. Green coffee beans, curated among the finest origins around the world, are sustain-

ably sourced directly from farmers and meticulously roasted in small batches in Vancouver by 

the company’s expert roasters to ensure maximum freshness.

The combination of relationships carefully cultivated, and processes continuously refined over 

years appear in its superlative specialty grade quality coffee products yet remain accessible for 

everyday use.

Our Values
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Direct Trade Sourcing

Since 2004, 49th Parallel has sourced the highest quality coffee beans around the world by culti-

vating meaningful long-term relationships with product partners.  Through direct trade relation-

ships focused on quality,  49th pays higher prices for superior quality coffees, ensuring that the 

farmer receives the bulk of this premium.

49th Parallel seeks to maximize its buy from every given farmer, buying top scoring lots used for 

Single Origin and Small Lot Series, to excellent quality larger lots used for core offerings such as 

Epic Espresso and Old School Espresso.   This allows them to transparently source more from indi-

vidual suppliers creating greater shared impact and value. 

By negotiating transparently and paying higher prices for better quality coffee, 49th’s coffee part-

ners have the resources to sustainably manage their natural resources and invest in schools, hospi-

tals and infrastructure.  And since 2019, 49th has doubled its volume of Organic Certified coffee. 

TRANSPARENCY LONG TERM RELATIONSHIPS QUALITY & SUSTAINABILITY

49th Parallel is known for a superior tasting experience achieved through strict quality measures 

at every stage of the process.  In-house coffee buyers travel directly to farms to evaluate and 

select coffee seasonally.  This approach allows the tasting experience to be built around the knowl-

edge of who grew the coffee, what variety, where on the farm, when it was harvested and how it 

got there. 

The lead roasters do daily coffee cupping, which is the process of evaluating the characteristics of 

various coffees and grade the quality.  They then determine the optimal roast to produce the opti-

mal tasting notes, flavour, and coffee characteristics.  The coffee menu changes throughout the 

year and each coffee is presented at its peak of flavour. 

SUPERIOR QUALITY
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Ready, Set, Sip!

Longitude 123˚W Blend Nostalgia · Organic

Organic French RoastOrganic Breakfast Roast

APPLE · RAISIN · ALMOND BROWN SUGAR · PECAN · PRUNE

DUTCH COCOA · SPICEDBAKER’S CHOCOLATE · DRIED FIG · PECAN

$20.00 $20.00

$20.00$20.00

DISCOVER 49TH SPECIALTY COFFEES
Filter

Longitude 123°W is a medium light roast, created to be 

sweet and flavourful throughout the year, reflecting the 

freshest coffees of the season.

Nostalgia is all about that balance. Our goal is to develop 

the highest sweetness possible with a round mouthfeel 

and softer perception of acidity. A great workhorse filter 

roast that everyone will enjoy, organic certified to boot!

Our Organic French Roast is ideal for those who prefer 

dark roasted coffee. Highlights include a strong, smoky, 

and spicy flavor with a nutty and caramel aftertaste. Its 

richness and low acidity make it perfect for stove-top 

espresso or as filter coffee.

Organic Breakfast Roast is 49th’s idea of a perfect week-

end morning coffee. For this roast, we use rotating, sea-

sonal coffees. As a medium-dark filter roast, expect notes 

of dark chocolate and toffee with a rich mouthfeel.
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Blue Sky Espresso Middle School Espresso

Old School EspressoEpic Espresso

DARK CHOCOLATE · INTENSE · MOLASSES COCOA · DRIED FRUIT · TOFFEE

CARAMEL · DARK CHOCOLATE · NUTSCLEAN · FLORAL · SWEET

$20.00 $20.00

$20.00$20.00

Espresso

Looking for an intense, dark espresso with low acidity? 

Blue Sky is our darkest roast on offer and is great for 

those seeking a low acidity coffee for either espresso or 

filter brewing.

Looking for a rich medium espresso with toffee & cocoa 

notes and dried fruit acidity. Middle School is roasted as a 

medium espresso to highlight these characteristics and is 

the culmination of our search for the richest and smooth-

est espresso we can create.

Old School Espresso is 49th’s most traditional espresso, 

with a Pacific Northwest twist! Roasted medium-dark, 

highlights the sweetness and body of the coffee. Old 

School is ideal for those who prefer low acidity and full-

body espresso.

Looking for a clean espresso with bright floral notes? 

Epic Espresso is roasted to highlight these characteristics 

and is the culmination of our search for the most complex 

light espresso we can create.
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Organic Espresso Decaf Colombia Magdalena

Decaf Swiss Water Process

DRIED DATES · NOUGAT · WALNUT ALMOND · PINEAPPLE · RAISIN

CASHEW · NUTMEG · SUGARCANE

$20.00 $22.00

$21.00

Decaf

Organic Espresso is 49th’s organic option for a 

medium-dark espresso roast. For this blend, we use 

rotating, seasonal coffees. For those who prefer an 

espresso with lower acidity, chocolatey flavors and 

caramel-type sweetness.

This single origin decaf coffee was decaffeinated at the 

Descafecol plant in Manizales, Colombia, through a spe-

cial process using water and ethyl acetate from local 

sugar cane. 

The Swiss Water Process involves first soaking the coffee 

in pure water. The resulting green coffee extract is then 

passed through a carbon filter, specifically engineered to 

remove the caffeine molecule.
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Single Origin Tasting Sets

Single Origin Espresso Tasting Set

Single Origin Filter Tasting Set

$59.00

$59.00

Can’t decide on just one coffee? Try a variety of our favorite Single 

Origin Espresso coffees in this new Tasting set featuring 3 different 

origins: Honduras, Guatemala and Ethiopia. This collection allows you 

to try all our Single Origin Espressos available at once. Explore this 

light espresso roast set with sweet, fruity, and clean flavours.

Can’t decide on just one coffee? Try a variety of our favorite Single 

Origin Filter coffees in this new Tasting set featuring 3 different ori-

gins: Ethiopia, Guatemala and Honduras. This collection makes a great 

gift bundle for any specialty coffee lover. Explore this light filter roast 

set with bright, juicy, and refreshing flavors. 
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10.5oz Mug 6oz Latte Cup & Saucer

49th Parallel Logo Tote49th Parallel Logo 
Camp Mug with Lid

$18.95 STARTING AT $15.70

$25.00

$35.00

Merch & Coffee Accessories

Same classic mint colour, fresh new design. Design is on 

both sides of the mug. Microwave and dishwasher safe.

Same classic mint colour, fresh new design. Microwave 

and dishwasher safe.

Take your coffee essentials anywhere with this exclusive 

49th logo tote bag! Made from 100% cotton and printed 

in Vancouver. This tote bag is larger than most bags out 

there, features a flat bottom, sturdy thick cotton handles 

and a 4-inch wide gusset for extra storage.

Measurements: 17in x 16in x 4in

We are excited to offer a new 49th custom camp mug, 

available in white with a mint 49th logo. This camp mug is 

extra large with a 12oz capacity for those big coffee sips. 

Take your Camp Mug to-go and enjoy a delicious warm 

cup of coffee, hot or cold!

AVAILABLE IN:

6oz
9oz
12oz
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TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 49TH PARALLEL, GO TO

@49TH

@49THPARALLELROASTERS

#49THPARALLEL

49THCOFFEE.COM

For all media requests, please contact 
Rose PR / Ashley Rosenberger / ashley@rosepr.ca

https://www.instagram.com/49th/
https://www.facebook.com/49thParallelRoasters/
https://www.instagram.com/49th/
https://www.facebook.com/49thParallelRoasters/

